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INTRODUCTION
Given a class K of structures for a fixed countable first-order language
L , it is natural to ask what kinds of complete invariants can be used to
classify the elements of K up to isomorphism. For those classes consisting
of the countable models of some L -sentence, Friedman and Stanleyv , v1w xFS proposed to use the methods of descriptive set theory to study their
possible invariants and defined the notion of Borel reducibility between
w xsuch classes of structures. In HK , Hjorth and Kechris continued this
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study and situated it within the general theory of Borel equivalence
relations. This provided tools for the analysis of the isomorphism relation
and a framework for measuring the complexity of possible invariants.
In this paper, we shall show that the isomorphism relation for finitely
generated groups is as complex as it conceivably could be. We shall also
prove the corresponding result for the conjugacy relation for subgroups of
the free group F on two generators. The proofs are straightforward2
arguments in combinatorial group theory, and we shall refer to descriptive
set theory only for the relevant definitions and for motivation for the
results.
Since most algebraists will be unfamiliar with descriptive set theory, this
introductory section contains a detailed discussion of the relevant back-
ground material. In particular, we have provided worked examples from
the theory of infinite abelian groups to illustrate each of the main notions.
It should be stressed that none of the results in the introduction are due to
the authors, and all of these results are well-known to the experts in this
area. However, this introduction was not written for the experts.
We shall begin by presenting the three examples which we will be using
throughout the introduction.
EXAMPLE 1. Let K be the class of countable divisible abelian groups.0
If G g K , then G s D [ T , where T is the torsion subgroup and D is0
Ž .  4torsion-free. Let r G g N j ‘ be the rank of D, and for each prime p,0
Ž .  4let r G g N j ‘ be the rank of the p-component T of T. Then thep p
invariant
r G s r G , r G , R G , . . . , r G , . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 2 3 p
Ždetermines G up to isomorphism. For example, see Section 19 of Fuchs
w x .F .
EXAMPLE 2. Let K be the class of rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups;1
i.e., G g K iff G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q. In this case, we can1
obtain a complete invariant as follows. Let G g K and let 0 / a g G. For1
Ž .each prime p, the p-height h a of a is the maximum integer k G 0 suchp
that the equation pk x s a is solvable in G, if such a maximum k exists.
Ž .Otherwise, h a s ‘. The sequencep
h a s h a , h a , . . . , h a , . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 3 p
is called the height of a. If we choose another element 0 / b g G, then
Ž . Ž . Ž .h b is not necessarily equal to h a . However, it is similar to h a in the
following sense. Let G , G g K and let a g G for i s 1, 2. Then the1 2 1 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .heights h a , h a are similar, written h a ; h a , iff1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i h a s h a for almost all primes p; andp 1 p 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii if h a / h a , then both h a and h a are finite.p 1 p 2 p 1 p 2
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Clearly ; is an equivalence relation. If G g K , then the type of G is the1
Ž . w Ž .x; -equivalence class t G s h a , where a is any nonzero element of G.
w x Ž .By Theorem 42.2 F , the invariant t G determines G up to isomorphism.
EXAMPLE 3. For each n G 2, let K be the class of torsion-free abeliann
groups of rank at most n; i.e., G g K iff G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofn
Qn. Currently no satisfactory complete invariants for the elements of Kn
Ž w x .are known. For a discussion of this problem, see Section 45 of Fuchs F .
It is natural to ask whether a less complex complete invariant exists for
the class K and whether there exists any satisfactory complete invariant1
for the class K when n G 2. In order to have the tools to give negativen
answers to these kinds of questions, we shall formulate these problems
within the context of descriptive set theory.
First we shall describe how to represent the class of countably infinite
structures of a given countable first-order language by the elements of a
Polish space. For convenience, we shall work only with relational first-order
languages. If there are function symbols, as is the case with the language
of group theory, then we replace them by relation symbols representing
the graphs of the associated functions. Given a countable language L s
 4R : i g I , where R is an n -ary relation symbol, leti i i
X s 2N ni .ŁL
igI
Ž N ni n i  4Here 2 denotes the space of all n -ary functions f : N “ 0, 1 with thei
.natural product topology. Then X is a Polish space, and the elements ofL
Ž .X code L-structures with universe N as follows. Given x s x g XL i ig I L
the structure
² x:M s N, Rx i ig I
represented by x is defined by:
R x k , . . . , k m x k , . . . , x s 1.Ž . Ž .i 1 n i 1 ni i
w x  4For x g X , we let x s y g X : M ( M denote the isomorphismL L y x
class of x. The symmetric group S on N is a Polish group with the usual‘
product topology inherited from NN, and X together with the naturalL
action of S is a Polish S -space. Notice that x, y g X lie in the same‘ ‘ L
S -orbit iff M ( M . For this reason, the action is usually called the logic‘ x y
action of S on X . Given an L sentence s ,‘ L v , v1
 4Mod s s x g X : M * sŽ . L x
represents the class of all countably infinite models of s . Note that
Ž .Mod s is an isomorphism-invariant Borel subset of X . Moreover, by aL
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Ž .theorem of Lopez and Escobar, every such set is of the form Mod s for
some s g L . We shall denote the restriction of the isomorphismv , v1
Ž . Ž .relation ( to Mod s by ( ; and when working with Mod s , we shalls
usually identify M with x.x
In this paper, we shall be particularly interested in the class FGG of all
finitely generated groups. Clearly this class is axiomatizable by an Lv , v1
 4sentence in the language L s R consisting of a ternary relation which
represents the graph of the multiplication operation.
The notion of Borel reducibility will enable us to compare the complex-
ity of equivalence relations on Borel subsets of Polish spaces, and, in
particular, will provide us with a measure of the complexity of the
isomorphism relation ( . If X and Y are Borel sets and E and F ares
equivalence relations on X and Y, respectively, then we say that E is
Borel reducible to F and write E F F if there exists a Borel function f :B
Ž . Ž .X “ Y such that xEy m f x Ff y . This means that elements of X can be
effectively classified up to E-equivalence by invariants which are them-
selves F-equivalence classes. We say that E and F are Borel bireducible
and write E ; F if E F F and F F E. We say that E is smooth ifB B B
Ž . Ž .there exists a Polish space Y such that E F D Y , where D Y is theB
equality relation on Y. If ( is smooth, then we say that the models of ss
are concretely classifiable.
EXAMPLE 1 CONTINUED. Let s be the sentence of L which0 v , v1
axiomatizes the class of divisible abelian groups. We shall show that
Ž .Mod s is concretely classifiable. To accomplish this, we shall show that0
the invariant
r G s r G , r G , r G , . . . , r G , . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 2 3 p
can be coded naturally by an element g of the Polish space 2N. LetG
 4p : n g N be the increasing enumeration of the primes and let p : N “n
N = N be a recursive bijection. Then we can define a Borel function f :
Ž . N Ž .Mod s “ 2 by f G s g , where0 G
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² : n Ž .i g k s 1 if p k s l , n and p F r G , andG l p l
Ž . Ž .ii g k s 0 otherwise.G
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly if G, H g Mod s , then G ( H iff f G s f H .0
There are many examples of non-smooth Borel equivalence relations,
the simplest of them being the Vitali equi¤alence relation E on 2N, defined0
Ž . Ž .by xE y iff there exists an integer n such that x m s y m for all m G n.0
EXAMPLE 2 CONTINUED. Let s be the sentence of L which1 v , v1
axiomatizes the class of rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups. We shall show
Ž .that ( ; E . In particular, Mod s is not concretely classifiable; ands B 0 11
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Ž .it is not possible to find a less complex complete invariant for Mod s1
Ž . Ž . Nthan the type t G . First we define a Borel function f : Mod s “ 2 as1
² : Ž .follows. Let G s N, ) g Mod s and let a be the least nonidentity1
Ž .element of G. Then f G s w , whereG
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .i w k s 1 if p k s l , n and n F h a , andG p l
Ž . Ž .ii w k s 0 otherwise.G
Ž .Notice that if G, H g Mod s , then G ( H iff w E w . Thus ( F1 G 0 H s B1
E .0
N Ž .Next we shall define a Borel function g : 2 “ Mod s . First fix an1
effective bijection b : Q “ N. Then for every subgroup A of Q, b induces
a canonical isomorphism of A with a corresponding element A b g
Ž . N Ž .Mod s . Now let w g 2 , and let h s h , h , . . . , h , . . . be the corre-1 2 3 p
sponding height, as in the previous paragraph. Let A be the subgroup of Q
which is generated by the rational numbers pyk for all primes p and all
Ž . Ž . Ž .k F h . Then 1 g A and h 1 s h , h , . . . , h , . . . . Finally let g w sp 2 3 p
b Ž .A g Mod s be the corresponding group which is canonically isomor-1
N Ž . Ž .phic to A. Clearly if w, c g 2 , then wE c iff g w ( g c . Thus0
E F ( . Hence we have shown that ( ; E .0 B s s B 01 1
In general, if s is an arbitrary sentence of L , then the isomorphismv , v1
relation ( is analytic rather than Borel. But there is a large class ofs
theories s for which ( is a Borel relation. In particular, ( is Borels s
for those theories s whose models have ``finite rank'' in a broad sense,
such as the theory of finitely generated groups, or more generally finitely
generated structures in a given language, the theory of finite rank torsion-
free abelian groups, the theory of fields of finite transcendence degree,
etc. In order to study these examples, it is useful to introduce the notion of
an essentially countable equivalence relation. An equivalence relation E is
said to be countable if each equivalence class of E is countable. Given a
theory s , we say that ( is essentially countable iff ( F E for somes s B
countable Borel equivalence relation E on a Borel set X. In this case,
w xKechris Ke1 has shown that there exists a countable Borel equivalence
relation F such that ( ; F. There is a natural model-theoretic charac-s B
terisation of essentially countable theories; namely Hjorth and Kechris
w xHK have shown that the following are equivalent:
Ž .i ( is essentially countable;s
Ž .ii there is a countable fragment F ; L containing s such thatv , v1
- v² :if M s N, y is a model of s , there exists a g N such that
Ž² :.Th M , a is / -categorical.F 0
Ž Ž .Condition ii can be interpreted as saying that the models of s have
.``finite rank'' in some sense. Now for such s , we can use the theory of
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countable Borel equivalence relations to study the possible complete
Ž . Žinvariants of Mod s . For the general theory of such equivalence rela-
w x .tions, see JKL .
The least complex countable Borel equivalence relations are those
which are smooth. Next in complexity come those countable Borel equiva-
lence relations E such that E and the Vitali equivalence relation E are0
Borel bireducible. It turns out that there is also a most complex countable
Borel equivalence relation. Define a countable Borel equivalence relation
E to be uni¤ersal if F F E for any other countable Borel equivalenceB
relation F. If such an equivalence relation exists, then it is clearly unique
up to Borel bireducibility. But before we can explain why a universal
countable Borel equivalence relation exists, we first need to introduce
some group-theoretic notation.
Ž .In this paper, permutation groups always act on the right. If G, V is a
permutation group, a g V and g g G, then the image of a under g will
be denoted by either a g or a g, and the corresponding orbit equivalence
Ž .relation will be denoted by E G, V . Given any set X and any group G,
G  < 4the shift action of G on X s f f : G “ X is defined by
f g h s f hgy1 .Ž . Ž .
Now we are ready to explain why there exists a universal countable
Borel equivalence relation. Let F be the free group on countably manyv
Ž .generators and let E F , V be the orbit equivalence relation of the shiftv
Ž N.Fv w x Ž .action of F on V s 2 . Following DJK , we shall show that E F , Vv v
is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. So suppose that E is
any countable Borel equivalence relation on a Borel subset X of a Polish
w xspace. Then a remarkable theorem of Feldman and Moore FM states
that there is a countable group H and a Borel action of H on X such that
Ž .E s E H, X . Let p : F “ H be a surjective homomorphism. Then wev
can define a Borel action of F on X byv
g
px ‹ x . g
Ž . Ž .for each x g X and g g F . Clearly we have that E F , X s E H, X sv v
Ž < .E. Now let B n g N be a sequence of Borel subsets of X whichn
separate the points of X, and let x ‹ f be the Borel map from X tox
Ž N.FvV s 2 such that
f g n s 1 iff x . gy1 g BŽ . Ž .Ž .x n
for each x g X, g g F and n g N. Then this map is injective, and it isv
easily checked that f g s f for each x g X and g g F . Consequentlyx x. g v
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xE F , X y iff f E F , V f , and so E F , X F E F , V . Thusv x v y v B v
Ž .E F , V is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation.v
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Ž .Unfortunately E F , V is a little unwieldy to work with. But letv
Ž F2 .E F , 2 be the orbit equivalence relation induced by the shift action of2
F2 w xthe free group F on two generators on 2 . In DJK , it was shown that2
Ž F2 .E F , 2 is also a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. Clearly2
Ž F2 .the permutation group F , 2 can be naturally identified with the2
Ž Ž .. Ž .permutation group F , P F , where F acts on its powerset P F via2 2 2 2
Ž Ž .. Ž F2 .right translations, and so E s E F , P F and E F , 2 are Borel‘ 2 2 2
bireducible. If ( ; E , then we say that ( is a universal essentially
s B ‘ s
countable Borel equivalence relation. In this case, it follows that any kind
of complete invariants used to classify models of s must necessarily be
Žrather complex. For a more detailed discussion and many examples, we
w x .refer the reader to HK .
EXAMPLE 3 CONTINUED. For each n G 2, let K be the class ofn
torsion-free abelian groups of rank at most n. Then each ( is ansnw xessentially countable Borel equivalence relation. In HK , Hjorth and
Kechris conjectured that ( ; E for each n G 2. If true, this woulds B ‘n
explain why no satisfactory complete invariants have been discovered for
Ž . w xMod s . Recently Hjorth H has shown that if n G 2, then ( is notn s n
Borel reducible to the Vitali equivalence relation E . In particular, it is0
now known that if n G 2, then the isomorphism relation ( is strictlysn
more complex than the isomorphism relation ( .s1
The main result of this paper is that the isomorphism relation for
finitely generated groups is a universal essentially countable Borel equiva-
w xlence relation. This proves Conjecture 5.8 of HK . We shall also prove
that the conjugacy relation for subgroups of the free group F is a2
universal countable Borel equivalence relation. This improves a result of
w xStuck and Zimmer SZ , who proved that this conjugacy relation is not
smooth.
Finally we shall prove that the theory of finitely generated groups does
not admit canonical models. Here a sentence s of L is said to admitv , v1
canonical models if there exists an ``effectively definable'' function f which
Ž . Ž .to each countable model M g Mod s assigns a countable model f M of
s such that
M ( N implies f M s f N ( M .Ž . Ž .
Ž .We usually cannot expect to choose f so that the structure f M also has
universe N; since Burgess has shown that for any sentence s of L , thev , v1
following statements are equivalent:
Ž . Ž .i Mod s is concretely classifiable;
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii there exists a Borel function f : Mod s “ Mod s such that
Ž . Ž .M ( N implies f M s f N ( M.
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w xIn HK , Hjorth and Kechris showed that there are many interesting
theories which are not concretely classifiable and yet do admit canonical
models, including the theories of rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups and of
rigid locally finite trees, and they also proved that the theory of locally
finite trees does not admit canonical models.
EXAMPLE 2 CONTINUED. In order to give the reader a sense of what is
meant by ``effectively definable,'' we shall show that the theory s of rank1
² :1 torsion-free abelian groups admits canonical models. Let G s N, ) g
Ž .Mod s and let a be the least nonidentity element of G. Let1
H s t , t , . . . , t , . . . : t ; h a ,Ž . 4Ž .G 2 3 p
and for each t g H , let A be the subgroup of Q which is generated byG t
the rational numbers pyk for all primes p and all k F t . Then for eachp
pair, t, u g H , there exists a canonical isomorphism p : A “ A de-G t, u t u
 4fined as follows. Let p , . . . , p be the set of primes p such that t / u ,1 l p p
and let
ptp1 ??? ptp l1 l
r s .t , u u up p1 lp ??? p1 l
Then xp t, u s r x for all x g A . Notice that if t, u, ¤ g H , thent, u t G
p s p p . Hence we can define an equivalence relation ; on X st, ¤ t, u u, ¤
  4 4j A = t : t g H byt G
² : ² : p t , ux , t ; y , u iff x s y.
² : w xFor each element x, t g X, let x, t be the corresponding ; -equi-
Ž . w x ² : 4valence class. Let f G s x, t : x, t g X , equipped with the group
operation defined by
w x w x w x p u , t p ¤ , tx , t ) y , u s z , ¤ iff x) y s z .
Ž . Ž .Then clearly G ( G implies that f G s f G ( G .1 2 1 2 1
It is quite difficult to give a precise formulation of the notion of
Ž .``effectively definable'' in the case when Mod s is not concretely classifi-
w xable. An exact definition can be found in Section 7 of HK , but unfortu-
nately some set-theoretic sophistication is necessary in order to under-
stand this definition. Fortunately Hjorth and Kechris have found the
following algebraic property which is equivalent to admitting canonical
models. Suppose that G is a Polish group and that a: X = G “ X is a
Borel action of G on the Borel space X. Let E be the associated orbita
equivalence relation on X. A Borel function a : E “ G is called a cocyclea
Ž . Ž . Ž .if whenever xE y and yE z, then a x, z s a x, y a y, z . We say thata a
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the action a has the cocycle property if there exists a Borel cocycle a such
Ž Ž .. Žthat a x, a x, y s y. For the basic facts concerning Polish group ac-
w x w x . w xtions, we refer the reader to BK or Ke2 . In HK , Hjorth and Kechris
proved that for any sentence s of L , the following statements arev , v1
equivalent:
Ž .i s admits canonical models;
Ž . Ž .ii the logic action of S on Mod s has the cocycle property.‘
Thus the question of whether s admits canonical models is intimately
connected with the question of whether it is possible to define canonical
isomorphisms between isomorphic models of s .
We shall end this introduction with a few more words on our group-the-
oretic notation. Suppose that F is a group. Then for each x g F, the right
and left translation maps by x will be denoted by x r, x l, respectively. We
r  r 4 l  l 4define F s x : x g F and F s x : x g F . The holomorph of F is
the group
² r :Hol F s F , Aut F F Sym F .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . y1 r Ž p . rIt is easily checked that if x g F and p g Aut F , then p x p s x .
Ž . r Ž . Ž .Thus Hol F s F i Aut F . It follows easily that each w g Hol F can
be expressed as
w s g rp s u hl
Ž .for suitably chosen elements g, h g F and p , u g Aut F .
Given groups G and G with a common subgroup H, we denote the1 2
free product of G and G with amalgamation over H by G ) G . If X1 2 1 H 2
is a set of right coset representatives of H in G such that 1 g X and Y is1
a set of right coset representatives of H in G such that 1 g Y, then every2
element of G ) G has a unique normal form1 H 2
g s ha . . . a1 n
Ž .  4where h g H, each a g X j Y R 1 , and a , a are not both in X ori i iq1
both in Y. We shall repeatedly use the fact that any element of G ) G1 H 2
of finite order is conjugate to an element of either G or G . For these1 2
and other basic results in combinatorial group theory, we refer the reader
w x w x w xto LS , MKS , or Se .
1. THE HOLOMORPH ACTION
² : Ž .Let F s a, b be the free group on two generators. Let F, V be the
permutation group such that V s F, and F acts on V via the right regular
representation. In the next section, for each S : V, we shall construct a
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finitely generated group G such that G ( G iff there exists an auto-S S T
Ž . Ž . wmorphism p , w of the permutation group F, V with S s T. Remem-
Ž . Ž .ber that the pair p , w is an automorphism of F, V iff:
Ž . Ž .i p g Aut F ;
Ž .ii w : V “ V is a bijection; and
Ž . Ž w. gp Ž g .wiii x s x for each x g V and g g F.
Ž .There are two basic kinds of automorphisms of F, V .
Ž . Ž .I For each a g F, let i g Inn F be the corresponding innera
Ž r. Ž .automorphism. Then i , a is an automorphism of F, V .a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .II For each p g Aut F , p , p is an automorphism of F, V .
Ž .It turns out that every automorphism of F, V is the product of an
Ž . Ž . Žautomorphism of type I follows by an automorphism of type II . This is
.essentially proved in the next section. Thus G ( G iff there existsS T
Ž . ww g Hol F such that S s T. Consequently, in order to show that the
isomorphism relation for finitely generated groups is a universal essentially
countable Borel equivalence relation, we must first show that
Ž Ž . Ž ..E Hol F , P F is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. For
Ž . Ž .  4technical reasons, we shall work with P* F s P F R B, F rather than
Ž . Ž Ž ..with P F . Of course, it is easily shown that E F, P* F ; E sB ‘
Ž Ž ..E F, P F .
Ž Ž . Ž ..THEOREM 1. E Hol F , P* F is a uni¤ersal countable Borel equi¤a-
lence relation.
Ž Ž . Ž ..Proof. Clearly E Hol F , P* F is a countable Borel equivalence
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..relation. Thus it suffices to show that: E F, P* F F E Hol F , P* F .B
w x w x w xLet F, F be the commutator subgroup of F. By Se, p. 6 , F, F is a free
 4 w xgroup of infinite rank. Let x : n g N be a set of free generators of F, Fn
² :and let G s x , x .0 1
Ž .Claim 1. N G s G.F
Ž . w xProof. Let N s N G . By MKS, Exercise 2.4.5 , whenever H is aF
finitely generated subgroup of a free group, then H has finite index in its
w x w xnormalizer. In particular, N : G - ‘. Clearly N l F, F s G. Applying
the Second Isomorphism Theorem, we see that
w x w x w x w xNrG s Nr N l F , F ( N F , F r F , F F Fr F , F .Ž .
Thus NrG is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of the torsion-free group
w xFr F, F ( Z [ Z. It follows that N s G.
Ž .For each subset S g P* G , we define:
Ã 2w x w x w xS s S " x G " F , F a " F , F b " F , F a .2
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w x Ž .Notice that S " x G « F, F . Suppose now that T g P* G and that2
Ãp Ã rŽ .there exists p g Hol F such that S s T. We shall show that p s g for
some g g G such that Sg s T. This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.
w xLet F s Fr F, F ( Z [ Z. Then under the natural mapping
w : Aut F “ Aut FŽ . Ž .
we have that:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a w maps Aut F onto Aut F ( GL 2, Z , and
Ž . Ž .b ker r s Inn F , the group of inner automorphisms of F.
Ž w x . rFor example, see LS, Proposition 4.5 . Notice that F also acts naturally
Ž .on F by translations. Thus Hol F also acts on F ( Z [ Z as the group of
Ž . Ž .affine transformations Z [ Z i GL 2, Z . Since p permutes the cosets
Ã Ãw xof F, F , and both S and T consist of three complete cosets and one
nonempty proper subset of a coset, it follows that
p
S " x G s T " x G.Ž .2 2
w xp w x w x w xIn particular, F, F s F, F . Hence if we identify F, F a and F, F b
Ž . Ž .with the vectors v s 1, 0 and w s 0, 1 in Z [ Z, then p corresponds to
an affine transformation p such that
pŽ . Ž . Ž .i 0, 0 s 0, 0 , and
pŽ .  4  4ii v, w, 2v s v, w, 2v .
r Ž . Ž . w x rLet p s g u , where g g F and u g Aut F . By i , g g F, F , and so g
acts trivially on F. Consequently, p is the linear transformation induced
Ž . Ž .by u . By ii , we must have that p s 1. It follows that u g ker w s Inn F ;
say, u is conjugation by h. Thus for all c g F, we have that cp s hy1cgh.
Hence p s y lz r, where y s hy1 and z s gh. Thus:
p
T " x G s S " x GŽ .2 2
s ySz " yx Gz2
s yzzy1Sz " yx zzy1Gz2
s yzS z " yx zG z .2
Claim 2. x G s yx zG z.2 2
Proof. Let A s T " x G. Then A consists of a complete and a partial2
coset of G in F. First we shall explain how to group-theoretically recognise
the complete coset in this decomposition. Let a s x g g x G. Then for2 2
each element b s x h g x G, we have that2 2
bay1 b s x hgy1 xy1 x h g x G.2 2 2 2
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On the other hand, if b g T F G, then
bay1 b s bgy1 xy1 b f G " x G.2 2
For each a g A define:
 y1 4S a s b g A: ba b g A .Ž .
Ž .Then we have just shown that if a g x G, then S a s x G. It is easily2 2
Ž .checked that if a g T , then S a : T. Thus a g x G iff there exists g g F2
Ž . Ž .with A : S a j gS a .
Now consider the decomposition A s yzS z " yx zG z. This time, we2
have expressed A as a complete and a partial coset of G z in F. Arguing as
z z Ž .above, we find that if a g yx zG , then yx zG : S a , and hence there2 2
Ž . Ž . zexists g g F with A : S a j gS a . Consequently, yx zG : x G, and so2 2
G z F G. If we also had that yzS z l x G / B, this would yield that2
yzG z l x G / B, and so yzG z : x G. But this implies that2 2
A : yzG z " yx zG z : x G,2 2
zwhich is a contradiction. Thus yx G s x G.2 2
z Ž . zIn particular, G s G, and so z g N G s G. Thus x G s yx zG sF 2 2
yx G, and so y g x Gxy1. We also have that ySz s T , and so yG s G.2 2 2
y1  4 rHence y g G l x Gx s 1 . But this means that p s z for some2 2
z g G such that Sz s T , as desired. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 1.
2. FINITELY GENERATED GROUPS
In this section, we prove our main theorem which says that the isomor-
phism relation on the class FGG of finitely generated groups is a universal
essentially countable Borel equivalence relation. Formally, in this section,
we are required to produce groups with underlying set N. But since the
groups which we define all have canonical isomorphisms to such groups,
we can consider FGG to be an isomorphism-invariant Borel subset of X ,L
 4where L s R is the language consisting of a ternary relation R which
represents the graph of the multiplication operation. Throughout this
Ž .section, we let F denote the 2-element field GF 2 and V s [ FwÄw g F
denote the vector space over F with basis indexed by elements of F. Thus
Žw x- v .V is an elementary abelian 2-group which is isomorphic to F , D , the
group of all finite subsets of F with the symmetric difference operation D.&
y1  4Let PsViF, where g wgswg for each w, ggF. Let Bs w: wgF ;Ä Ä
so that B is a basis of the vector space V.
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² :LEMMA 1. B is the unique F-orbit on V such that V s B .
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then for some n ) 1, there exists an n-sub-
 4set w , . . . , w of F such that1 n
m & & Äw g q ??? qw g s 1Ý Ž .1 i n i
is1
w xfor some g , . . . , g g F. But then, working in the group ring F F , we1 m
obtain the equation
w q ??? qw g q ??? qg s 1.Ž . Ž .1 n 1 m
Ž . w xThus w q ??? qw is a nontrivial unit in F F . But it is well known1 n
w x Ž wthat the group ring F F has no nontrivial units. For example, see Pa,
x .Chapter 13 .
Ž .LEMMA 2. Suppose that p g Aut P . Then:
Ž . pi B s B, and
&
p wŽ . Ž .ii there exists w g Hol F such that w s w for all w g F.Ä
Proof. Clearly V is a characteristic subgroup of P, and so Vp s V. By
Lemma 1, B is the set of elements ¤ of V such that the conjugacy class ¤ P
generates V. Hence Bp s B. Clearly there exists an automorphism u g
Ž .Aut F and a function w ‹ ¤ from F into V such thatw
wp s ¤ wuw
Äp l Ž .for all w g F. Let 1 s x, and let w s u x g Hol F . We claim thatÄ&
p ww s w for all w g F. To see this, note thatÄ
p
p y1Äw s w 1wŽ .Ä
y1u y1 us w ¤ x¤ wŽ . Äw w
&
us xw .
Ž .For each S g P* F , we shall define an associated finitely generated
Ž .group G such that G ( G iff there exists p g Hol F such thatS S T
Sp s T. First we shall define an auxilliary group H . It is almost certainlyS
true that H already satisfies our requirements, but when we attempted toS
verify this, we found that our arguments were becoming unpleasantly
complicated. So in order to keep the proofs as straightforward as possible,
we decided to work with the slightly larger group G .S
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Ž .DEFINITION 1. For each S g P* F , let
< 3 w x² :H s P , t t s 1, t , w s 1 for w g S .ÄS
l Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. Let p s u x g Hol F , where x g F and u g Aut F . If
Sp s T , then we can define an isomorphism f : H “ H by:S T
&
f pw s w , w g FÄ
g f s g u , g g F
t f s t .
&&f uProof. This is an easy calculation. Simply note that wg s x wg andŽ .
that
&f y1y1 u u ug wg s g xw gŽ .ÄŽ .
&
u us xw g
&
us x wg .Ž .
 4 fThus f induces an automorphism of P s V i F such that w: w g S sÄ
 4w: w g T . The result follows.Ä
Ž .DEFINITION 2. For each S g P* F , let:
< 5 w x w xG s H , z z s 1, z , t s 1, z , w s 1 for all w g F .² :ÄS S
Ä 4Note that G is generated by 1, a, b, t, z . Thus it suffices to prove theS
following result.
Ž . pTHEOREM 2. G ( G iff there exists p g Hol F such that S s T.S T
Ž .Given this, we see that the map which to each S g P* F associates G2 S
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .is a Borel reduction of E Hol F , P* F to FGG, ( , and thus, by2 2
Theorem 1, we obtain the following.
Ž .THEOREM 3. FGG, ( is a uni¤ersal essentially countable Borel equi¤a-
lence relation.
We shall prove Theorem 2 via a sequence of lemmas.
Ž . pLEMMA 4. If there exists p g Hol F such that S s T , then G ( G .S T
Proof. Let f : H “ H be the isomorphism defined in Lemma 3. ThenS T ÃfÃwe can extend f to an isomorphism f : G “ G by setting z s z.S T
Ž .From now on, fix some S g P* F . We first define some important
subgroups of G .S
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Ž .DEFINITION 3. i V s [ Fw;ÄS w g S
Ž . ² :ii B s V [ t ;S S
Ž . ² :iii C s V, t ;S
Ž . ² :iv D s C [ z .S S
Now we shall describe some important structural features of G . TheS
following lemma is completely straightforward.
LEMMA 5. We ha¤e the following decompositions as free product with
amalgamation:
Ž .a C s V ) BS V SS
Ž .b H s P ) BS V SS
Ž .c G s H ) D .S S C SS
Ž² :.LEMMA 6. D s N z .S GS
 2 3 44Proof. Let X s 1, z, z , z , z , so that X is a set of right coset
representatives of C in D . Let Y be a set of right coset representativesS S
of C in H such that 1 g Y. Then each element of G s H ) D has aS S S S C SS
unique normal form
g s ca . . . a1 n
Ž .  4where c g C , each a g X j Y R 1 , and a , a are not both in X orS i i iq1
both in Y. Since every element of D commutes with z, it follows thatS
Ž² :. ² :D F N z . For the other direction, suppose g normalises z and letS GS
g s ca . . . a be its normal form. Then there exits an integer 1 F l F 41 n
such that gy1 zg s z l. Thus
cza . . . a s ca . . . a z l .1 n 1 n
 4It follows easily that a , a g X R 1 , and then a moment's thought shows1 n
that n s 1 and l s 1. Hence g g D .S
Ž .LEMMA 7. P s N V .HS
Proof. This time we work with the free product with amalgamation
 24decomposition H s P ) B . Choose I s 1, t, t as a set of right cosetS V SS
representatives of V in B , and let J be a set of right coset representa-S S
Ž . Ž .tives of V in P such that 1 g J. Clearly P F N V . Let g g N V beS H HS S
any element and let g s ac . . . c be its normal form. Choose any w g B.Ä1 n
Then
cy1 . . . cy1ay1 wac . . . c s cy1 . . . cy1 wc . . . c g V .Ä Än 1 1 n n 1 1 n
Ä Ä 4  4If c g I R 1 , choose w g B R S, where S s w: w g S . ThenÄ Ä1
cy1 . . . cy1 wc . . . c is essentially in normal form and hence is not anÄn 1 1 n
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y1 Äelement of V. Thus c g P. If n ) 1, choose w such that c wc g B R S.Ä Ä1 1 1
Once again, we reach a contradiction. Thus g s ac g P.1
Now we are already to begin the proof of Theorem 2. So suppose that w :
Ž . wG “ G is an isomorphism for some S, T g P* F . Let u s z . Then uS T
w xhas order 5. By MKS, Corollary 4.4.5 , u is contained in a conjugate of
either H or D . Hence, by adjusting w by an inner automorphism of G ,T T T
w ² :we can suppose that z g z . Applying Lemma 6, we now find that
ww ² : ² :D s N z s N z s D .Ž . Ž .S G G TS T
Notice that
² : ² :D s V [ z ) B [ z .Ž . Ž .S V [² z: SS
w x Ž . ² :Hence, by MKS, Corollary 4.5 , Z D s V [ z . It follows thatS S
w² : ² :V [ z s V [ z ,Ž .S T
and hence V w s V . Choose any element ¤ g V R V . Then ¤ w is conju-S T S
Žgate in D to an element of V R V . Note that any element ¤ g V R VT T S
Ž .is noncentral, and hence is not conjugate to an element of V F Z D .S S
.We will make repeated use of this observation. Hence, after adjusting w
by an inner automorphism corresponding to a suitably chosen element of
D , we can suppose that:T
Ž . ² :w ² :i z s z ,
Ž . wii V s V , andS T
Ž . wiii there exists ¤ g V R V such that ¤ g V R V .S T
Claim 3. V w s V.
Proof. Choose any x g V R V . Then:S
Ž . w w ² :a neither x nor ¤ is contained in a conjugate of V [ z ,T
Ž . w ² :b ¤ g V [ z , and
Ž . w w w xc x , ¤ s 1.
w x w ² : w wBy MKS, Theorem 4.5 , x g V [ z and so x g V. Thus V F V.
Since V is clearly a maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of D , itS
wfollows that V s V.
Ž .w Ž . w Ž .This implies that N V s N V . In particular, P F N V . NowG G GS T T
let
c : G s H ) D “ HT T C T TT
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be the homomorphism such that hc s h for all h g H , and zc s 1. NoteT
Ž .c Ž . Ž .cthat N V F N V s P, and so N V s P. Let p s c (w ° P.G H GT T T
Then:
Ž . p1 V s V,
Ž . p2 V s V , andS T
Ž . p3 P F P.
Ž .Claim 4. p g Aut P .
Proof. First we shall show that p is injective. Suppose 1 / x g ker p .
Let x s ¤g, where ¤ g V and g g F. Since p ° V is an automorphism of
V, we must have g / 1. But then
y1Ä y1Ä Äx 1 x s g 1 g s g / 1.Ä
p y1Äp p Äp pŽ .Applying p , we obtain that x 1 x / 1 . Hence x / 1, which is a
 4contradiction. Thus ker p s 1 .
Now we shall show that p is surjective. Let ¤ g V be any element, and
let w g V be the element such that wp s ¤ . Then there exist g , . . . , g g1 n
F such that
y1Ä y1Äw s g 1 g q ??? qg 1 g .1 1 n n
Applying p , we obtain that
y1 y1p p p p p p pÄ Ä¤ s w s g 1 g q ??? q g 1 g .Ž . Ž .1 1 n n
y1Äp p y1Äp p 4  4Hence h 1 h: h g P generates V, and so h 1 h: h g P s B. In
Äpparticular, there exists a g F such that 1 s a . Now let g g F be anyÄ
element. Then there exists h g Pp such that
&
y1 y1 pÄh ah s h 1 h s ag.Ä
It follows that h s ug for some u g V; and so g g Pp. Hence p is
surjective.
&
p p uŽ .By Lemma 2, B s B and there exists u g Hol F such that w s w ,Ä
for all w g F. Notice that
p p 4  4w : w g S s V l B s V l B s w : w g T .Ž .Ä ÄS T
uIt follows that S s T. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
In the remainder of this section, we shall prove that the theory of
finitely generated groups does not admit canonical models. We shall make
w xuse of the following results of Hjorth and Kechris HK .
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THEOREM 4. If s g L , then the following are equi¤alent.v , v1
Ž .i s admits canonical models.
Ž . Ž .ii The logic action of S on Mod s has the cocycle property.‘
² : Ž .THEOREM 5. The shift action of the free group F s a, b on P F does
not ha¤e the cocycle property.
Ž . Ž .  4It follows easily that the shift action of F on P* F s P F R B, F
also does not have the cocycle property.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8. The action of Hol F on P* F does not ha¤e the cocycle
property.
Proof. We shall use the notation which was introduced in the proof of
Theorem 1. Suppose that the Borel cocycle a witnesses that the action
Ž Ž . Ž ..Hol F , P* F has the cocycle property. Consider the shift action of G
Ž . Ž .on P* G . Then whenever S, T g P* G lie in the same G-orbit, the
Ã Ã Ãp ÃŽ . Ž .cocycle a selects an element p s a S, T g Hol F such that S s T.
Now the proof of Theorem 1 shows that p s g r for some element g g G
such that Sg s T. But then the Borel function b defined by
Ã Ãb S, T s a S, TŽ . Ž .
Ž Ž ..witnesses that the action G, P* G has the cocycle property, which is a
contradiction.
Ž² :. Ž . ² :LEMMA 9. N z l N V s V [ z .G GT T
Proof. Using Lemmas 6 and 7, we obtain that
² :N z l N V s D l N VŽ . Ž . Ž .G G T GT T T
² :s N V [ zŽ .CT
² :s P l C [ zŽ .T
² :s V [ z .
THEOREM 6. Let s be the theory of finitely generated groups. Then the
Ž .logic action of S on Mod s does not ha¤e the cocycle property.‘
Proof. We shall use the notation which was introduced in the proof of
Theorem 2. Suppose that the Borel cocycle a witnesses that the logic
Ž . Ž .action of S on Mod s has the cocycle property. For each S g P* F ,‘
Ž .there exists an element M g Mod s and a canonical isomorphism p :S S
G “ M . Thus whenever G ( G , then the mapS S S T
b G , G s p a M , M py1Ž . Ž .S T S S T T
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is an isomorphism from G onto G . Furthermore, if G ( G ( G ,S T S T U
then
b G , G s b G , G b G , G .Ž . Ž . Ž .S U S T T U
 4Now identify F with the subset B s w: w g F ; and define g byÄ
g S, T s b G , G i ° B g Sym F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .S T a
Ž . ² : ² :where a g G is any element such that b G , G i maps z onto zT S T a
Ž .and maps V onto V. Then the proof of Theorem 2 shows that g S, T is an
Ž . g ŽS, T .element of Hol F such that S s T. Furthermore, if b g G isT
Ž . ² : ² :another element such that b G , G i maps z onto z and maps VS T b
onto V, then
y1 ² : ² :a b g N z l N V s V [ z F C V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .G G GT T T
and so
b G , G i ° B s b G , G i i y1 ° BŽ . Ž .S T b S T a a b
s b G , G i ° B.Ž .S T a
Ž .Thus g S, T is independent of the choice of element a g G .T
Now suppose that G ( G ( G , and let a g G and b g G be suchS T U T U
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that g S, T s b G , G i ° B and g T , U s b G , G i ° B. Let p sS T a T U b
Ž . Ž .b G , G and w s b G , G . Then an easy calculation shows thatS T T U
b G , G i b G , G i s p i w iŽ . Ž .S T a T U b a b
s pw i w ia b
s b G , G b G , G i wŽ . Ž .S T T U a b
s b G , G i w .Ž .S U a b
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus g S, T g T , U s g S, U , and so g witnesses that the action of
Ž . Ž .Hol F on P* F has the cocycle property. But this contradicts Lemma 8.
Combining Theorems 4 and 6, it follows that the theory of finitely
generated groups does not admit canonical models.
3. CONJUGACY OF SUBGROUPS
In this section, we shall show that another natural action of the free
group F gives rise to a universal countable Borel equivalence relation.2
Ž .For any group G, let Sg G denote the set of all subgroups of G. If G is
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Ž . Ž .countable, then Sg G is a closed subset of P G with the product
Ž Ž ..topology and thus is a Polish space. Let G, Sg G denote the conjugacy
Ž . w xaction of G on Sg G . In SZ, Lemma 3.9 , Stuck and Zimmer proved that
Ž Ž ..the countable Borel equivalence relation E F , Sg F is not smooth. The2 2
main theorem of this section is the following strengthening of their result.
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 7. E F , Sg F is a uni¤ersal countable Borel equi¤alence2 2
relation.
We begin by making some easy reductions of the problem. For each
n G 1, F denotes the free group on n generators.n
DEFINITION 4. A subgroup H of a group G is said to be malnormal iff
y1  4whenever g g G R H, then g Hg l H s 1 .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 1. E F , Sg F is Borel reducible to E F , Sg F forn n 2 2
each n G 1.
w x  l l l 4Proof. By KS, p. 950 , the set a b a : l G 1 freely generates a
² :malnormal subgroup T of the free group F s a, b . For each l G 1, let
l l l ² :x s a b a . Then G s x , . . . , x is clearly a malnormal subgroup of T ,l 1 n
and hence G is also a malnormal subgroup of F.
Ž .  4 y1Suppose that H , H g Sg G R 1 and that g g F satisfies g H g s1 2 1
y1  4 Ž Ž ..H . Then g Gg l G / 1 , and so g g G. Thus E G, Sg G is Borel2
Ž Ž ..reducible to E F, Sg F .
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .Let Aut F , Sg F denote the natural action of Aut F on Sg F .5 5 5 5
Most of our effort will go into proving the following result.
Ž Ž . Ž ..THEOREM 8. E Aut F , Sg F is a uni¤ersal countable Borel equi¤a-5 5
lence relation.
Before proving Theorem 8, we shall use it to complete the proof of
Ž .Theorem 7. First note that there is a natural embedding F ¤ Aut F ,5 5
obtained by sending each w g F to the corresponding inner automor-5
Ž . Ž .phism i g Inn F . Identify F with Inn F via this natural embedding.w 5 5 5
Ž . Ž .Then F eAut F and the natural action of Aut F becomes identified5 5 5
Ž . Ž . y1 pwith the conjugacy action of Aut F on Inn F , since p i p s i for5 5 w w
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..w g F , p g Aut F . Thus we can regard Aut F , Sg F as a subaction5 5 5 5
Ž Ž . Ž Ž ... Ž .of the conjugation action Aut F , Sg Aut F . Now recall that Aut F5 5 5
is a finitely presented group, say arising from the surjective homomor-
phism
w : F ‚ Aut F .Ž .n 5
Ä y1Ž . w xFor each subgroup H of Aut F , let H s w H . Note that if H , H5 1 2
Ž .are subgroups of Aut F then the following statements are equivalent.5
Ž . Ž . y1a There exits p g Aut F such that p H p s H .5 1 2& &
y1Ž .b There exists w g F such that w H w s H .n 1 2
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Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..Thus E Aut F , Sg F is Borel reducible to E F , Sg F , and apply-5 5 n n
ing Proposition 1, we obtain Theorem 7.
² :Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 8. Let F s a, b , and for each
Ž .S g P* F , let G be the group which was defined in Section 3. Note thatS
G has the following presentation.S
Ä}Generators: 1, a, b, t, z, which we regard as generators of F .5
}Relators:
y1ÄÄv w 11w, for w g F;
y1Ä y1Äv w xw 1w, u 1u , for w, u g F;
y1Äv w xt, w 1w , for w g S;
v w xz, t
y1Äv w xz, w 1w , for w g F.
Ž .For each S g P* F , let N be the normal subgroup of F , generated as aS 5
normal subgroup by the relators for G . Thus G ( F rN . Theorem 8 isS S 5 S
an immediate consequence of the following result.
Ž .LEMMA 10. For S, T g P* F , the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . pa There exists p g Aut F such that N s N .5 S T
Ž .b G ( G .S T
Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that a implies b , and so we concentrate on proving
Ž . Ž .that b implies a . Notice first that the proof in Section 3 shows that there
l Ž . Ž . wexists w s u x g Hol F , where x g F and u g Aut F such that S s T.
Define a homomorphism p : F “ F by:5 5
v
ua ‹ a
v
ub ‹ b
v t ‹ t
v z ‹ z
Ä y1Äv 1 ‹ x 1 x.
u u y1Ä 4Notice that a , b , t, z, x 1 x generates F and hence is a basis of F .5 5
Ž . pThus p g Aut F . It only remains to check that N s N . So we consider5 S T
the action of p on each normal generator of N . First,S
y1y1 u y1 uÄÄ ÄÄw 11w ‹ w x 11 xw .Ž .
So p merely permutes these relators. Similarly p permutes the relators of
y1Ä y1Ä y1Äw x w xthe form w 1w, u 1u and the relators of the form z, w 1w and fixes
w xthe relator z, t . Finally we see that
y1 y1y1 u y1 u u uÄ Ä Äw xt , w 1w ‹ t , w x 1 xw s t , xw 1 xw ,Ž . Ž .
u p 4and T s xw : w g S . Hence N s N .S T
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The methods of this section clearly yield the following result.
THEOREM 9. Let G be a countable group. If G has a malnormal free
Ž Ž ..nonabelian subgroup, then E G, Sg G is a uni¤ersal countable Borel equi¤a-
lence relation.
In particular, if G is an arbitrary countable nonabelian free group, then
Ž Ž ..E G, Sg G is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. We hope
to give some less trivial applications of Theorem 9 in a later paper.
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